CONNECTING WITH TODAY'S NEW ENTERTAINMENT ECONOMY

By John Parkhal

In this upside-down world, creators believe they have the most power. They take their product and look for packagers and formaters, for people who can focus creativity in this overcommunicated world. Creators have become better at marketing, hype and public relations and at using their notoriety to attract such transmitters as radio, TV, cable or websites. The Blair Witch Project, a famously inexpensive independent movie, used the Internet and smart public relations to generate huge publicity, which led to a deal for good old-fashioned movie distribution and attention from all the other media.

Stephen King decided to skip his transmitter, the publisher, and issue a book directly on the Internet, negotiating a price per chapter. His first attempt, with book one of The Plant, was successful, and people paid what he asked. The second time King tried it, with The Plant, Book 2, people weren't paying as much as he wanted, so he stopped posting new chapters.

Many recording artists are hoping to skip the old model and go directly to the consumer by way of the Internet. Model and self-declared "Internet phenomena" Cindy Margolis has used the Internet to make herself famous, which led her to become a fixture on many media transmitters — she even has her own TV show.

In other words, in the New Entertainment Economy hype, public relations, marketing and packaging are the most important skills of all. The recorded-music business and the film business have the most experience with those skill sets, and, if they can take full advantage of them, they should thrive in the New Entertainment Economy.

FORMIDABLE TEAMS

You can thrive too. If the best promotion people left radio and went looking for creators to work with, they could form formidable teams. If the best programmers turned their packaging skills toward the Internet or joined with creative talent, they could thrive in the New Entertainment Economy.

At this time consolidated radio companies are not taking full advantage of their skills in promotion, public relations, marketing and packaging. They are taking many of their most talented people and forcing them to do mundane jobs on five or six different radio stations, limiting those people's ability to create and innovate. If radio is to thrive in the New Entertainment Economy, the focus must change.

The newer technology providers aren't much different. Whether it's satellite-radio companies, wireless companies or broadband providers, they all have one thing in common: They can't rely on their power to transmit alone. They need to focus their people on creating compelling entertainment, they need to package that entertainment and hype it, and they need to produce entertainment that makes consumers feel like they are in control.

In the New Entertainment Economy consumer connection and consumer control are the keys. If consumers feel they have those things, they are much more likely to pay to participate in a fair, negotiated deal with the entertainment providers. If they feel bullied by old-economy providers, they will use their technological savvy and shared knowledge to stick it to those transmitters. This renegotiation of power promises to be very exciting — and very stressful. Stay tuned.

On March 25, 1925 KFWB-AM debuted in Los Angeles with 250 watts of power. Warner Brothers Studio Founder Sam Warner bought the radio station to finance his movie projects. The call letters, KFWB, stood for Keep Filming Warner Brothers.
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